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Says my author, one of the female figures in the niche is
exactly like the Venus de Madici, and so on. But you must
remember that everything almost has been destroyed by the
iconoclastic Mohammedan; yet the remnants are more than all
European debris put together I have travelled eight year and
not seen many of the masterpieces.

Tell sister Lock also that there is a runined temple
in forest in India, which and the Parthenon of Greece,
Feggusson considers as the climax of architectural art each of
its type the one of conception, the other of conception and
detail. The later Mogul buildings etc., the Indo Saracenic
architecture, does not compare a bit with best types of the
ancients. I feel much obliged or the Bharati sent by you,
and consider myself fortunate that the cause to which my humble
life has been dedicated has been able to win the approbation
of highly a talented ladies like you. In this battle of life,
men are rare who encourage the initiator of new thought, not
to speak of women who would offer him encouragement, particularly
in our unfortunate land. It is therefore that the approbation
of an educated Bengali lady is more valuable than the loud
applause of all the men of India. May the Lord grant that
may women like you be born in this country, and devote their
lives to the betterment of their motherland. I have something
to say in this regard.
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